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The National library of Scotland (NlS) is the world’s leading 
centre for the study of Scotland and the Scots. it’s a major 
European research library, with collections of world-class 
importance which include literature, publications, maps, 
promotional communication and moving images.

NLS hold a number of major themed exhibitions which provide 
the public with an opportunity to access archived materials, 
providing insight into important literary works and social history.

In the summer of 2012, the NLS held their ‘Going to the Pictures: 
Scotland at the Cinema’ Exhibition. The exhibition celebrated 
Scotland’s love affair with the movies by exploring the story of 
Scottish cinema-going over the past 120 years and how the 
celluloidal portrayal of Scotland – from silent fi lm to the present 
day – has developed.

The Library and the Exhibition
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The exhibition included original fi lm poster art, cinema 
advertising and popular fi lm magazines as well as a range of fi lm 
footage from the early representations of Scottishness on screen 
to the depiction of Scottish life in documentaries and the current 
explosion of award-winning fi lms made in Scotland, and by Scots. 
This provided the NLS with an opportunity to appeal to a broad 
range of target audiences, beyond their existing users and visitors.



To promote this exhibition, a campaign was required that could 
be applied across a wide and integrated range of communication 
channels covering both paid-for media and NLS platforms. With a 
very modest budget of £25,000, the campaign needed to effectively 
drive visitors to the exhibition by raising awareness of the event, 
promoting the exhibition as must-see event.

A very challenging brief
We had very specific and challenging objectives for this project  
as follows:

• To drive visitor traffic to the exhibition, with a target of  
40,000 visitors

• To create this traffic from outside our core audience of visitors

• Obtain good recall of campaign elements and a clear connection 
between the campaign and the experience of attending the 
exhibition and NLS
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Current users, visitors and supporters of NLS are generally AB1s,  
over 50 years old and Edinburgh based. In order to achieve the  
visitor numbers in our objectives, the exhibition’s cinematic theme, 
being broadly popular, allowed us to engage with a larger audience, 
both in terms of geography and age, considering:
 
• The general public from Edinburgh, and the central belt

• Students of film and media studies at all levels

• UK & overseas visitors to the Edinburgh, considering  
the International Film Festival and the other summer  
Edinburgh festivals (Arts, Fringe and Book)

• Lifelong and community learners

Target audiences
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Huge competition
Exhibition timings meant that we would be competing for share 
of voice during the busy Festival period in Edinburgh. Although 
the Edinburgh Festivals provided a large consumer base to attract 
to the exhibition, with the significant levels of marketing activity 
around Edinburgh during this period simplicity and stand out was 
essential to get cut-through at this time.

A target based on an exceptional previous year
The challenging visitor target figure was based on the previous 
year’s summer exhibition which enjoyed a significantly high number 
of visitors as it benefitted from the National Museum of Scotland’s 
opening, where additional Edinburgh visitors and increased traffic 
in the area provided a good source of passing trade. We needed a 
campaign that utilised the modest budget most effectively through 
a balance of both broadcast and direct media channels to reach, 
and connect with, our target audiences.

Challenges
Making libraries exciting
Engaging with a non-NLS audience can be a challenge as libraries 
are often perceived as being quite traditional and conservative 
organisations and although this exhibition also appealed to a 
younger and broader audience, it required a campaign which 
brought this to life in a relevant and engaging manner.
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The content of the exhibition was extensive and the exhibition 
covered three main areas; a nostalgic look at how the people  
of Scotland enjoyed trips to the cinema, how Scotland has been 
documented on film and how Scotland and the Scots have  
been involved in film over the years, from the early days to the 
present time. However this was a lot of content to communicate – 
the trick was to find one compelling and simple way to introduce  
all three stories.

We found it in this proposition: 

“Discover Scotland’s 120 year relationship with the cinema.”

The beauty of the word “relationship” is that it indicates an up and 
down story, both good and bad. And it indicates a two-sided story: 
both Scotland’s relationship with the movies and vice versa. 

With our budget, we wanted to take every opportunity to maximize 
the exposure of the campaign with the flexibility of the idea, so that 
executions were easily adapted across different media. We wanted 
to create ideas that people felt encouraged to interact with and 
share with others.

A creative solution with engagement built in
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We took famous dialogue from classic movie scenes and 
recreated them with a Scottish twist.

Rationale

• The use of engaging language allowed us to immediately connect 
with our target audience, drawing them to the exhibition

• Our research found that for over a century Scots have had  
a unique relationship with cinema, (in the 1930’s Glasgow  
had the highest number of cinemas per head in the world).  
By highlighting this relationship we conveyed the relevance  
of the exhibition to our audience

• This route appealed to the Scottish sense of humour, and captured  
people’s imagination

The idea
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This route allowed us to cover a wide range of films to appeal to our broad target audiences, providing relevance across 
both age and movie genre.



Our creative idea was easily adapted across a broad range of media, 
with many executions ensuring it remained fresh throughout the 
life of the exhibition. Considering the different audiences, we 
developed a plan with NLS and their media agency, Carat, which 
ran across the wide range of channels.

Press
Central belt newspapers targeting an ABC1 audience  
and The List for a more cultural orientated audience.

Communication Plan
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outdoor 
Bus T-sides and Streettalk Phone Kiosks in Edinburgh targeting 
Edinburgh residents and visitors, with Phone Kiosk locations 
selected based on their proximity to cinemas.
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Facebook advertising 
Featuring a call to action to win cinema vouchers in our Facebook competition.
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Exterior signage 
4 large format panels outside the NLS attracted 
significant attention from passer-bys.
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Point of sale
Posters and postcards distributed in Edinburgh cinemas, 
libraries, Festival venues, bars and restaurants targeted 
at ABC1 consumers, university and college libraries and 
media studies departments. Such was the popularity of the 
campaign creative, consumers started stealing the posters, 
thus additional merchandising was required.

Such was the demand for the campaign creative, NLS started 
selling the posters and postcards in their shop, with over 300 
posters and 1,200 postcards sold to date

Limited edition chocolate bars featuring adapted lines were 
sold in the library gift shop over the Christmas period
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Getting everyone involved

In addition to this, we identifi ed an opportunity to 
engage with our audience at a deeper and more 
interactive level through Facebook. NLS have a healthy 
number of friends on Facebook and are very active in 
updating their status, providing information on events 
at the library and highlighting parts of their archive 
based on current affairs and calendar events.

Frame developed a Facebook competition where 
people were invited to ‘Scotify’ their own movie poster 
headline, just as the campaign had done, using a 
bespoke Facebook Application. Almost 2,000 people 
instantly created posters, and posted their work for 
their friends to see.



Over the course of the promotion three winners were selected who won not just cinema vouchers but also 
their own special edition poster using their headline. And they did a pretty good job.
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We expected that this would appeal to a wide range of audiences given the Scot’s enthusiasm for the use of the Scottish 
language, their sense of humour, the simple interactive nature of the entry mechanic and of course the chance to win a prize.

What we didn’t expect was quiet how big it would get…

1,947 
individual posters created  
by users on Facebook

348,486 
content consumptions – this 
metric counts each interaction 
(like/comment/share, etc)  
with the promotion content

Compared with the  
previous year, over  
the campaign period  
we saw:

1,683 
new ‘Likes’, 

Twitter referrals up  

303%
NLS website hits  
increased by 

18%

Our campaign enjoyed an 
increase in potential reach of 

465,566 
(the number of extra people  
NLS now have the potential  
to connect with through  
their fans)

Radio Forth & The Herald picked 
up the promotions and informed 
their listeners/readers

The level of debate  
created with NLS fans was 
unprecedented, ranging  
from compliments on  
humorous lines to lively 
conversations regarding  
the correct usage of the  
Scots dialect

We saw ongoing participation,  
with visitors returning to view  
the galleries, commenting on, 
and liking, posters

The Evening News ran their 
own press promotion inviting 
their readers to get involved
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People loved the campaign, 
and were quick to tell us so… 3,756 People like this

Kiki Pearson  What a FANTASTIC idea! Well 
done NLS!
11 August at 08:38  ●  Like

Kristi Cottrell  This campaign has brought 
me so much happiness Thank you!
11 August at 08:38  ●  Like

Claire M Devine  If I can be so bold as 
to suggest to NLS, I think these would be 
amazing as postcards, posters, t-shirts - 
oh and a coffee table book! I think it would 
bring in a huge revenue and make a lot 
of people smile! Thank you for bringing 
a smile to my day!ʼ 
11 August at 08:38  ●  Like

Sam David de Croy  Utterly Brilliant! Who-
ever came up with this idea ought to have 
a parade in their honour. And bugger those 
who can't understand the posters - I'm 
screaming with laughter and, as one rightly 
said: "Ah've goat ah feelin' wur no in Govin 
noo, Totoʼ 
11 August at 08:38  ●  Like
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• Exhibition footfall was 40,079, hitting the challenging  
target of 40,000

• This was despite a 10% decline in visitor numbers  
to the 2012 Festivals and attendance figure drops being 
experienced by other Edinburgh summer exhibitions

• The Facebook campaign was a phenomenal success

• We broadened the reach of the exhibition to hundreds  
of thousands of consumers and positioning NLS as  
an organisation relevant to a wider audience

• A wide range of visitors, beyond regular visitor profiles  
were attracted

Results and Highlights
• Additional reach achieved based on creative platform  

which captured the public’s imagination

• The campaign generated high levels of talkability, with  
high awareness and campaign recall demonstrated through  
visitor feedback, Facebook posts and general word of mouth

• Visitor exhibition experiences were very positive and  
matched their expectations

• Campaign merchandise sold in the NLS shop provided 
additional revenue



From small beginnings, the campaign delivered beyond all  
expectations. The creative executions brought a smile to the  
nation’s faces, our Facebook competition got thousands of  
people involved and the exhibition visitor targets were met  
despite challenging market conditions.

Summary
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